Enjoy an Unparalleled
Digital Lifestyle
Intel Quad-Core
HDMI Output
USB 3.0
Ultra HD

ASUSTOR 31 Series
A New Way to Use Your NAS’s Local
Display: ASUSTOR Portal
Connect your NAS to your TV via HDMI and immediately
access ASUSTOR Portal. Further combine it with an audio
ampliﬁer and experience the crystal clear sound of high
resolution multi-channel audio.

AS3104T / AS3102T

Optimized YouTube Performance
Watch 1080p videos on YouTube without any delay via
Chromium’s hardware acceleration.

Choose Any Website You Like with
URL-Pack
Provides a variety of popular streaming video websites
and social media platforms including Netflix, Plex,
Facebook, Instagram and more.

Electrifying Multimedia with Kodi

Classic Fun

Open up ASUSTOR Portal and Kodi and choose the movie

Download video game system emulators (SNES9X,

you want to watch!

Innovation Makes a Difference

PPSSPP) from App Central and enjoy a blast from the past!

Seamless Streaming to all Devices
Install additional multimedia server Apps such as UPnP
Media Server, iTunes Server and MiniDLNA giving your

Watch Your Collection With
LooksGood
Create a multimedia database in 3 easy steps. Scheduled

NAS the ability to stream multimedia content to your

digital TV recordings ensure that you will never miss your

computers, TVs and mobile devices.

favorite shows again. Support for real-time transcoding
ensures a smooth online playback experience.
Exclusive Hyper-Transcoding technology provides a
tenfold increase in ﬁle conversion speeds allowing
multimedia ﬁles to be smoothly streamed to AiVideos on
your phone. You’ll never be bored on your commute again!

Photo Gallery Keeps Your
Memories Alive
Photo Gallery allows you to create a web album to display
photos and videos from your NAS.
The album and browse viewing modes, support for
multi-level folder structures and sorting easily keep your
photos and videos organized. The interactive comment
section and one-click sharing to social media allows you
to stay connected and share with family and friends. The
free AiFoto mobile app also provides instant backup of

SoundsGood has collected all your favorite songs and
albums for you. Share your favorite playlists with friends
and stream music directly from your NAS to your mobile

any photos you take.

www.asustor.com

Non-Stop Audio Enjoyment With
SoundsGood

device after installing the free AiMusic app.

forum.asustor.com
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